Microsoft Azure
StorSimple for File
Shares
Growth of data continues to be more pressing on IT with each passing year,
and with that the exponential growth in unstructured data. In 2005, it was
projected that approximately 36% of stored data (content) was unstructured
and would stay that way for the foreseeable future; push ahead almost a
decade to 2015 to a time when approximately 70% of data will be
unstructured. Unstructured content is harder to organize and prioritize
without understanding the content. Typical examples of unstructured data
content are word documents, emails, audio and video files and many other
data types.

StorSimple Hybrid Cloud Storage
Microsoft Azure StorSimple is a
Hybrid Cloud Storage (HCS) solution
that addresses the complexities of
unstructured data commonly
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associated with file shares.
StorSimple uses cloud storage as an
extension of the on-premises
solution and automatically tiers data
across on-premises storage and
cloud storage. Integrated data
protection, with local and cloud
snapshots, eliminates the need for
sprawling storage infrastructure.
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Figure 1. High Level StorSimple Topology
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Location Independent data
protection and disaster recovery
When dealing with file share
deployments, data protection
problems grow exponentially relative
to the capacity of primary storage.
For each backup and recovery point,
the amount of storage needed and
the additional management to
maintain that solution grows.
Eventually, the traditional storage
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reside in the cloud. StorSimple
delivers low cost, long term retention
of rapidly growing unstructured data.
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Consolidated Management with
Microsoft Azure StorSimple
Manager Service
StorSimple is managed as a service
in Azure. All workflows for managing
the on-premises storage and cloud
storage are done using the
StorSimple Manager Service,
including volume provisioning, data
protection, and disaster recovery
orchestration. The StorSimple
Manager service consolidates the
management of multiple devices,
both physical and virtual, into a
single service. Microsoft Azure
provides integration between
services, providing simple workflows
to create a modern datacenter in
Azure.

Benefits
 Simple, cost-effective solution
for the continually pressing
problem of growth of
unstructured data
 40-60% lower TCO versus
traditional enterprise storage
approaches
 Primary storage with
automated data protection
and highly efficient disaster
recovery
 Primary storage with
automated data protection
and highly efficient disaster
recovery

Resources:
StorSimple Manager

http://www.microsoft.com/storsimple
Blog: blogs.technet.com/b/cis/
MSDN Community: bit.ly/1GvZvV2

